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- Secure and fast identification
with smartphones
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Read more here!

ABOUT SERIX iD

Serix iD provides the user with a secure, dynamic and mobile identification of a person or a  
product. The information is encrypted and is only available once per request. The service supports, 
for instance, the ability to check and register attendance at exams at a college or university.

In many cases, it is crucial to be able to verify a person‘s educational level for 
access to different types of premises and/or work vehicles. In that cases you can 
use Serix iD to support that type of system. Serix iD can be advantageously used 
to verify the authenticity of a product, or to identify a maintenance point in, for 
example, a factory, at an airport or a nuclear power station. The aim is to  
provide exactly the right instructions and control points for the specific  
maintenance occasion.

1. The SID tag (card, key fob or other tag) is read with a 
smartphone, regardless of IOS or Android. No app or other 
application needs to be downloaded to the device.

2. The information is sent via the internet to the Security 
Verification Service – SVS.

3. SVS verifies the authenticity of the SID tag.

4. The Graphical Design Service – GDS merges the identity’s 
information (status, design, images, name, etc.) from the 
user platform (Serix) and creates the current identity.

5. The result is presented on the smartphone.

How does it work?
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Serix iD is:
Platform independent 

Safe / encrypted

Quick

Easily accessible

Can be used for both people and products in several areas
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  www.seriline.com
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Areff - a part of Seriline

Metallgatan 1

372 38 Ronneby   
 
 0455-61 66 00   
 order@areff.se
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